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Abstract

Although data diffusion embeddings are ubiqui-
tous in unsupervised learning and have proven
to be a viable technique for uncovering the un-
derlying intrinsic geometry of data, diffusion em-
beddings are inherently limited due to their dis-
crete nature. To this end, we propose neural FIM,
a method for computing the Fisher information
metric (FIM) from point cloud data - allowing for
a continuous manifold model for the data. Neu-
ral FIM creates an extensible metric space from
discrete point cloud data such that information
from the metric can inform us of manifold char-
acteristics such as volume and geodesics. We
demonstrate Neural FIM’s utility in selecting pa-
rameters for the PHATE visualization method as
well as its ability to obtain information pertaining
to local volume illuminating branching points and
cluster centers embeddings of a toy dataset and
two single-cell datasets of IPSC reprogramming
and PBMCs (immune cells).

1. Introduction
An important goal of unsupervised learning is understand-
ing the underlying shape or geometry of data (Bronstein
et al., 2017; Cheng et al., 2019; De Domenico, 2017; Tsit-
sulin et al., 2019). A key paradigm here is the manifold
assumption which hypothesizes that high dimensional data,
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particularly from scientific domains, lies on a lower dimen-
sional smoothly varying manifold (see Huguet et al. (2022);
He et al. (2014); Bhaskar et al. (2022); Lin & Zha (2008)).
Prior methods for learning data manifolds use data affinity
kernels that compute a pairwise distance matrix from a data
set, then pass the distances through a kernel function (such
as a Gaussian kernel function) to convert distances to affini-
ties (Belkin & Niyogi, 2003; Bunte et al., 2012; Mika et al.,
1998). Eigenvectors of such an affinity matrix give the data
a manifold-intrinsic coordinate representation. This method,
while successful in some respects, has a key disadvantage
that it is implicitly biased by the particular sampling of the
data that is given, together with its irregularities. Further,
there is usually no straightforward way of extending such
manifold coordinate representations to unseen points.

Here we propose a neural-network based method of directly
learning a Riemannian metric for data called the neural FIM.
Loosely speaking, a Riemannian metric is an infinitesimal
generator of manifold-intrinsic length and volume, based
on an inner product structure on the tangent space of every
point. Typically, a Riemannian metric cannot be learned
from discrete data as there is no continuous model of the
manifold. Although Bengio et al. (2003); Schoeneman et al.
(2017); Law & Jain (2006); Dadkhahi et al. (2017) devel-
oped methods for extending coordinate manifold representa-
tions to unseen points, none of these methods admit contin-
uous manifold models and involve expensive computations.
Neural FIM is able to learn a continuous manifold model
by using a neural network to embed data points into a latent
space and creates a continuous implicit model of the data
from which we can compute the metric.

The specific Riemannian metric we aim to learn the data
manifold is the Fisher Information Metric (FIM). This type
of metric is defined on statistical manifolds, manifolds
where each datapoint is a probability distribution (Lauritzen,
1987; Lafferty et al., 2005; Noguchi, 1992). We obtain
such a pointwise probability distribution on point cloud data
by way of a data diffusion operator, as first defined in the
seminal work on diffusion maps (Coifman & Lafon, 2006).
After an affinity kernel is computed, it is row normalized
to a stochastic matrix. This normalized matrix is treated
as a Markovian operator which defines a random walk or a
diffusion on the data. We associate each data point to the
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transition probability distribution given by its row of the
stochastic matrix, and thus realize the point cloud data as a
statistical manifold.

By utilizing a mathematical connection between the differ-
ential form of Jensen-Shannon Distance (JSD) (the square-
root of the standard Jenson-Shannon (JS) divergence) and
neural FIM, we derive a method of training the neural FIM
on the basis of distances between PHATE embeddings that
use JSD. An advantage of this approach is that—similar
to PHATE—the embedding is globally contextualized due
to the information-theoretic distances that are computed.
We can then use the FIM to compute geometric quantities
on the statistical manifold such as length and volume. We
show how the geodesic or Fisher-Rao distance between
pairs of points can be computed using an auxiliary neural
Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) network (Chen et al.,
2018). This distance can be used for novel embeddings and
downstream tasks. The magnitude of the volume element
captures local distinguishability and can be used to reveal
branching points in hierarchical data or decision boundaries
in classification problems.

We showcase our results on three types of tasks. First, we
show how to use the FIM to explore the space of parameters
for the PHATE embedding method. Here, the statistical
manifold is created from the diffusion operator resulting
from various embedding parameters (on the same dataset).
In specific, we explore selection of the time-of-diffusion
and bandwidth variables. The second task involves comput-
ing the FIM of 3 different datasets: a toy tree dataset, an
IPSC reprogramming mass cytometry dataset (Zunder et al.,
2015) and a pbmc single cell RNA-sequencing dataset (10x
Genomics, 2019). These statistical manifolds correspond to
transition probability distributions of each datapoint within
the dataset. Both the neural FIM embeddings and informa-
tion from the FIM including volume and trace are shown for
each of the three datasets. We see that the volume highlights
freedoms of movements with branchpoints having higher
volume. Finally, we utilize the neural ODE network to com-
pute geodesic paths within the embedding between points.
First we show this on data sampled from a sphere, and then
on the IPSC dataset. Remarkably, in the IPSC dataset the
geodesic follows the path of reprogramming of a cell from
it starting state.1

The key contributions of this work include:

• Conceptually connecting data diffusion embeddings
with statistical manifolds in order to derive a mani-
fold model of the data, complete with a continuously-
defined Fisher Information Metric tensor.

• Proposing the neural FIM method for extensible FIM

1Code is available at: https://github.com/
guillaumehu/phate_fim

computations (i.e., extensible to unseen data) trained
by using Jensen-Shannon divergence between data dif-
fusion probabilities.

• Proposing a neural-ODE based method for computing
geodesic paths and distances based on the FIM.

• Showcasing the use of neural FIM in selecting parame-
ters, visualizing single cell data, and locally extracting
information about the volume, trace, and eigenspec-
trum of the metric to understand the underlying mani-
fold geometry of the data.

2. Background
A useful assumption in manifold learning is that data mea-
sured in a high-dimensional ambient space originates from
an intrinsic low-dimensional manifold. The manifold as-
sumption asserts that if Md is a hidden d dimensional
manifold, it is observable by a collection of n ≫ d non-
linear functions f1, . . . , fn : Md → R which enable
its immersion in a high dimensional ambient space as
F (Md) = {f(z) = (f1(z), . . . , fn(z))

T : z ∈ Md} ⊆
Rn from which data is collected. Conversely, given data
X = {x1, . . . , xN} ⊂ Rn of high dimensional observa-
tions, manifold learning methods assume the data originates
from a sampling Z = {zi}Ni=1 ⊂ Md of the underlying
manifold via xi = f(zi), and aim to learn a low dimensional
intrinsic representation that approximates the manifold ge-
ometry ofMd.

2.1. Data Diffusion

A popular class of methods for manifold learning uses a data
diffusion operator, which models data based on transition or
random walk probabilities through the data. Methods that
use a data diffusion operator include diffusion maps (Coif-
man & Lafon, 2006), PHATE (Moon et al., 2019), tSNE
(van der Maaten & Hinton, 2008), and diffusion pseudo-
time (Haghverdi et al., 2016). One can learn the manifold
geometry with data diffusion by first computing local sim-
ilarities defined via a kernel K(x, y), x, y ∈ F (Md). We
note that a popular choice for a kernel is the Gaussian kernel
G(x, y) = exp(−∥x− y∥2/σ), where σ > 0 is interpreted
as a user-configurable scale parameter. However, this choice
encodes sampling density information together with local
geometric information.

To construct a diffusion geometry that is robust to sampling
density variations, we use an anisotropic kernel K(x, y) =

G(x,y)
∥G(x,·)∥α

1 ∥G(y,·)∥α
1
, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 controls the separa-

tion of geometry from density, with α = 0 yielding the
classic Gaussian kernel, and α = 1 completely removing
density and essentially providing uniform sampling of the
manifold. Finally, we row-normalize K to define transition
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probabilities p(x, y) = K(x, y)/∥K(x, ·)∥1 and define an
N × N diffusion matrix Pij = p(xi, xj) that describes a
Markovian diffusion over the the data.

2.2. PHATE

There are several dimensionality reduction methods that
render data into 2-D visuals, such as PCA, tSNE (van der
Maaten & Hinton, 2008), and UMAP (McInnes et al., 2018).
However, these methods fail to preserve the global mani-
fold structure of the data and are not robust to noise. PCA
cannot denoise in non-linear dimensions, and tSNE/UMAP
effectively only constrain for near neighbor preservation—
losing global structure. This motivated the development of
a method of dimensionality reduction that retains manifold
structure and denoises data (Moon et al., 2019).

PHATE also builds upon the diffusion-based manifold learn-
ing framework from Coifman & Lafon (2006), and involves
the creation of a diffused Markov transition matrix from
data, P. PHATE collects all of the information in the diffu-
sion operator into two dimensions such that global and local
distances are retained. To achieve this, PHATE considers
the ith row of Pt as the representation of the ith datapoint
in terms of its t-step diffusion probabilities to all other dat-
apoints. PHATE then preserves a novel distance between
two datapoints, based on this representation called potential
distance (pdist). Potential distance is an M -divergence be-
tween the distribution in row i, Pt

i,. and the distribution in
row j, Pt

j,.. These are indeed distributions as Pt is Marko-
vian:

pdist(i, j) =

√∑
k

(log(P t(i, k))− log(P t(j, k))2 (1)

The log scaling inherent in potential distance effectively acts
as a damping factor which makes faraway points similarly
equal to nearby points in terms of diffusion probability. This
gives PHATE the ability to maintain global context. The
paper also allows for other types of symmetric divergences
such as the JS divergence, which we use in our work to train
neural networks.

These potential distances are embedded with metric MDS as
a final step to derive a data visualization. Moon et al. (2019)
have shown that PHATE outperforms tSNE (van der Maaten
& Hinton, 2008), UMAP (McInnes et al., 2018), force-
directed layout, and 12 other methods on the preservation
of manifold affinity, and adjusted rand index on clustered
datasets, in a total of 1200 comparisons on synthetic and
real datasets.

2.3. Information Geometry and Fisher Information

Information geometry (Amari, 2016; Nielsen, 2020; Ar-
wini & Dodson, 2008; Li & Rubio, 2022; Lin et al., 2021)
combines statistics and differential geometry to study the ge-
ometric structure of statistical manifolds. A statistical mani-
fold is a Riemannian manifold (M, g) where every point in
the space p ∈M is a probability distribution. The Fisher In-
formation Metric (FIM) is the standard Riemannian metric
on statistical manifolds and measures the distinguishability
between points on the manifold (probability distributions).

In the Riemannian setting one endows a smooth manifold
Mn with geometry by defining at each point p ∈ Mn an
inner product gp(·, ·) : TpM × TpM → R, where TpM
represents the tangent space of M at p. The collection
of inner products g defines a Riemannian metric on the
manifold M .

On a statistical manifold Mn parameterized by the coordi-
nates θ = (θ1, . . . , θn) we have that points are distributions
p(x, θ) ∈M over some common probability space (or data
set) X. A Riemannian metric one can compute on a statisti-
cal manifold is the Fisher Information Metric (FIM):

Iij(θ) =

∫
X

∂ log p(x, θ)

∂θi

∂ log p(x, θ)

∂θj
p(x, θ)dx (2)

One can use this metric to compute geometric quantities on
the statistical manifold such as length or volume. Generi-
cally, for a parameterized curve on a Riemannian manifold
c : [a, b]→ (M, g) its length is given by

L(c) =

∫ b

a

|ċ(t)| dt =
∫ b

a

√
gc(t)(ċ(t), ċ(t)) dt.

Volume of the manifold is given by

V (M) =

∫
M

√
|det(g)| dθ.

These geometric quantities can be used to provide insight
into the original data space X . We note that access to
a Riemannian metric theoretically provides access to its
associated Riemann curvature tensor. However the Riemann
curvature tensor is defined in via the metric’s unique Levi-
Civita connection, an object that we do not explore here.

Example: We consider a family of distributions FΘ param-
eterized by a parameter space Θ. For the Gaussian family
the parameter space is Θ = {(µ, σ) : µ ∈ R, σ ∈ R+},
and the family is defined by FΘ = {N (µ, σ) : (µ, σ) ∈ Θ}.
This parameterization turns the Gaussian family into a 2-
dimensional statistical manifold, with FIM

I(µ, σ) =

[
1/σ2 0
0 2/σ2

]
3
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We see that the Gaussian family admits a hyperbolic geome-
try, where the distance between distributions with fixed dif-
ferences in means increases as their variance decreases. This
example illuminates the main interpretation of the FIM and
its associated (Fisher-Rao) distance: the more distinguish-
able are two distributions (say in terms of inference) the
larger their Fisher-Rao distance. The FIM locates Gaussians
with small variance at greater distances in the statistical
manifold.

The FIM has a connection to other information theo-
retic quantities, in particular to Kullback-Liebler (KL) and
Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergences, as shown in Crooks
(2007). The FIM is an infinitesimal version of the KL-
divergence. Key results are included below for reference.

Theorem 2.1. (from Crooks, 2007) The infinitesi-
mal Jensen-Shannon divergence, dJS = JS(p, p +

dp) = 1
8

∑
i
(dpi)

2

pi
is equal to the FIM, dci

dt Iij(c)
dcj

dt =∑
x

1
p(x) [

dp(x)
dt ]2.

One extends this infinitesimal result to more global objects
by integrating over parameterized paths.

Corollary 2.2. (from Crooks, 2007) The length (with respect
to the FIM) of a parameterized path c(t) equals the total
Jensen-Shannon divergence over the curve:∫ b

a

√
∂ci

∂t
Ii,j

∂cj

∂t
dt =

√
8

∫ b

a

d
√
JS (3)

where d
√
JS is the infinitesimal change in the

Jensen–Shannon divergence along c(t).

3. Methods
3.1. Neural FIM

To approximate a continuous FIM from a finite set of dis-
tributions, we approximate the family of distributions via a
neural network, whose Jacobian we use to evaluate the FIM
in a continuous manner. The basic framework, shown in
Figure 1, consists of two parts. The first part (Figure 1A) is a
neural network trained to match Jensen-Shannon Distances
(explained below) from which a Jacobian is extracted for
FIM computation. The second part (Figure 1B) is a neural
ODE network that computes geodesic paths, i.e., shortest
length paths on data manifolds.

We consider the dataset to be a point cloud X ∈ X of size n
from a sigma finite distribution q. The first step is to translate
such a point cloud into a family of distributions. To do so,
we construct an affinity graph from the point cloud, and its
diffusion operator P t

n. Each row of the diffusion operator
is a distribution (probability mass function) that describes
the transition probabilities of a random walk on the data; it
thus defines a map x 7→ Pn(x, ·), where Pn(x, ·) is the row

corresponding to the observation x. The construction of this
map is summarized in Algorithm 1 (see Appendix). Further,
we assume that x 7→ Pn(x, ·) is differentiable.

We first consider training a neural network ϕ : Rd → P(Z),
where P(Z) is the space of probability mass functions on a
latent space Z ⊂ Rn, minimizing the loss function

L(ϕ) = Ex∼pdata
∥ϕ(x)− Pn(x, ·)∥2 (4)

+ ∥∇xϕ(x)−∇xPn(x, ·)∥2

This renders the data set into a statistical manifold con-
sisting of n points with each point defining a probability
distribution in Rn where n is the dimensionality of the last
layer. We can then utilize the Jacobian of this embedding
with respect to the inputs to obtain the partial derivatives
required for the computation of an FIM at any x ∈ Rd via

Iϕ(x)i,j =
∑
k

Jϕ(x)k,iJϕ(x)k,jϕ(x)k (5)

where Jϕ is the Jacobian matrix of ϕ with respect to the
input variables. Notably, Jϕ is not the Jacobian used for
the training of the neural network, i.e., the Jacobian with
respect to parameters such as weights and biases of the
neural network. However, this training method requires that
the dimensionality of the last layer would be very high, and
that we train to match data derivatives which hard to obtain.
Thus we do not use this loss in practice.

We instead offer a much more efficient alternative: we re-
duce the data to an arbitrarily low m dimensional latent
space Z by training the neural network to match the Jensen-
Shannon divergence between rows of the distribution, which
would be similar to PHATE (Moon et al., 2019) distance
using this alternative divergence:

JS(P t
n(i, ·),P t

n(j, ·)) :=
1
2KL((P

t
n(i, ·)||M) +KL((P t

n(j, ·)||M),

where M := (1/2)(P t
n(i, ·) + P t

n(j, ·)).

Since we match only distances here, there is no restriction
on the dimensionality of the output space Z. We achieve
this by using this alternative loss function:

LJS(ϕ) := Ex∼pdata

∥∥∥√JS(ϕ(x), ϕ(y))

−
√
JS(p(x), p(y))

∥∥∥2
2

(6)

Below, we show that in either case our neural network Jaco-
bians can be used to compute the FIM of datapoints within
the manifold of the data.
Proposition 3.1. Assume for any x ∈ X , we have uniform
convergence of limn→∞ Pn(x, ·) = P (x, ·) where Pn and
P are Markov operators with compact support. If L(ϕn)→
0 uniformly, then we have limn→∞∇xϕn(x) = ∇xP (x, ·).
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Figure 1. Schematic of neural-FIM which is used to generate a continuous FIM embedding (A) and schematic of neural-ODE used to find
geodesics with FIM (B).

Proof. Since Pn is continuous and has compact support,
by the universal approximation theorem (Cybenko, 1989),
Pn can be approximated by a feed forward neural network
with a finite number of neurons. By the definition of loss
function in Equation 4, for a fixed n, converging uniformly
to 0 implies ϕn(x) converging uniformly to Pn(x, ·). Be-
cause the convergence of derivatives is also uniform, we can
interchange the limit and the derivative, obtaining

lim
n→∞

∇xϕn(x)j = ∇x lim
n→∞

ϕn(x)j

= ∇x lim
n→∞

Pn(x, xj)

= ∇xP (x, xj).

The above proposition shows that a neural network trained
to match diffusion probabilities as in Equation 4 will have
its derivatives as described in in Equation 5. Thus, the neu-
ral network can be used to compute the partial derivatives
needed to compute the FIM. Directly enforcing the loss
is simple, however it requires the network output size to
scale linearly with the dataset. To allow for FIM to be con-
tinuous, we require that our neural-FIM embeddings to be
continuously differentiable.

If instead of using the loss function from Equation 4 we
use the alternative loss function from Equation 6, we still
converge to the FIM as below.

Proposition 3.2. Assume that p has compact support. As
|X| → ∞, if LJS(ϕ) converges to 0, then Iϕ(x) = Ip(x)
for all x ∈ X .

Proof. Since LJS converges to 0, for an infinitesimal ∆x,

JS(ϕ(x), ϕ(x+∆x)) = JS(p(x), p(x+∆x)).

For any C1 path c between x and x + ∆x, we can apply
Theorem 2.1 twice, yielding

8
dc

dt
Iϕ(c)

dc

dt
= JS(ϕ(x), ϕ(x+∆x))

= JS(p(x), p(x+∆x))

= 8
dc

dt
Ip(c)

dc

dt
,

which implies Iϕ(x) = Ip(x).

Fixing the aforementioned embeddings to embeddings gen-
erated using PHATE, we exploit the fact that

∥PHATEJSD(x)− PHATEJSD(y)∥2 (7)
= JSD(P (x, ·), P (y, ·)),

meaning we can use the loss

L(ϕ) = Ex∼pdata

∥∥∥√JS(ϕ(x), ϕ(y)) (8)

−∥PHATEJSD(x)− PHATEJSD(y)∥2
∥∥∥2
2
,

which motivates the use of PHATE with a Jensen-Shannon
divergence MDS step. Overall, this analysis also connects
the dimensionality reduction method PHATE with neural
FIM in that the former is essentially a discrete version of
the latter.
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3.2. Geodesic optimization with Neural ODEs

Using the Neural FIM we can compute various Rieman-
nian quantities to describe and understand our dataset. The
most important quantity is the geodesic (manifold-intrinsic)
distance between datapoints using the FIM. For the FIM
the length of the geodesic is also known as the Fisher-Rao
distance. In order to compute this we use a neural ODE
that optimizes over all paths between datapoints in order to
minimize path length.

Given a Riemannian manifold (M, g) the length of a C1-

curve γ : [a, b]→M is L(γ) =
∫ b

a

√
(dγdt )

T · gγ(t) · dγdt dt.
For two distributions pθ1 and pθ2 , a path from pθ1 to pθ2 can
be obtained by parameterizing a function dγ

dt = fθ(t, γ) in
parameter space so that

θ̂2 = γ(b) = θ1 +

∫ b

a

fθ(t, γ(t)) dt

Among all the paths parameterized by fθ, penalizing the
length of the curve and the prediction loss ||θ̂2 − θ2||2 gives
the geodesic path, i.e.,

argmin
θ

λ∥θ̂2 − θ2∥22 +
∫ b

a

√
fTθ · gγ(t) · fθ dt. (9)

Thus this network queries the neural FIM network in order
to optimize path length based on the FIM.

4. Empirical Results
In this section, we provide empirical results of our method.
First, we provide a practical use case of the FIM, in select-
ing parameters for PHATE (Moon et al., 2019). Specifically,
PHATE and other diffusion-based methods use two promi-
nent parameters, one that describes the bandwidth of the
Gaussian (or related) kernel and another that describes the
time of diffusion. We show how the FIM can be used to
explore the parameter space by rendering this as a statisti-
cal manifold. Second, we apply neural FIM to single cell
and toy datasets to showcase information about the data
revealed by neural FIM including local volume, trace and
eigenspectrum of the metric tensor at individual datapoints.
Finally we demonstrate applications of our neural ODE by
computing geodesics, which involves optimizing over path
lengths of curves computed by the FIM.

4.1. Parameter selection for diffusion potentials with
FIM

As described in Sec. 2.1, data diffusion is a powerful frame-
work for exploring the manifold-intrinsic structure of a
dataset based on exploring the data through an a Gaussian
affinity matrix K which is then normalized Markovian ran-
dom walk process P and powered to a diffusion time scale t

to mimic different steps of random walks. In PHATE, these
parameters have significant effects on the visualization (See
Figure 2). Here we create a 2-dimensional statistical mani-
fold consisting of parameters σ corresponding to the band-
width of the Gaussian Kernel, and the diffusion time scale,
t. Though we only discuss the diffusion potential matrix
rendered by PHATE, the reader should note that using the
lens of the FIM for various transformations of point cloud
data to notions of similarity or distance could be of interest
to practitioners.

We consider the FIM described in Equation 5 with re-
spect to the bandwidth and diffusion time scale param-
eters, IΨ(σ, t), where Ψ : RN → RN×N is used to
construct the diffusion potential matrix. To achieve this,
we first generate point cloud data using the tree dataset
available in the PHATE package. We then subsampled
points randomly and generate the diffusion potential matrix
Pt

ij using techniques from Sec. 2.1. To understand how
θ = (t, σ) affect the construction of the diffusion potential
matrix, we compute the volume of the [2 × 2] FIM using
V (M) =

∫
M

√
|det(IΨ(σ, t))| dθ for each combination

of θk = (tk, σm) for a finite range of values t = [1, 15],
m = [50, 150]. In Figure 2A, we show four different
PHATE embeddings of the data corresponding to differ-
ent parameter selections. We generally see that more details
of branches are available in the embedding at lower values
of t, and that higher values of bandwidth in this range retain
more of the geometric structure. Thus, differences in these
parameters have marked effects on the embedding.

Figure 2. A. PHATE embeddings of the same artificial tree data
with different bandwidth σ and t parameters. B. Volume of FIM
with respect to t and σ.

In Figure 2B we show a heat map of the FIM volume for
different parameters of θk = (tk, σk). From inspection, one
can see certain combinations of t and σ yield the highest vol-
ume. In particular, brighter regions of the volume grid reveal
the combinations of t and σ that undergo the most change
from the point cloud space to the diffusion potential space
while the converse is true for darker regions. This aligns
with our intuition about how t and σ affect the diffusion
potential construction of the graph: since the diffusion time
scale and the bandwidth both incorporate trade-offs between
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local and global structure depending on their magnitude, we
expect there to be a finite range in the parameter space where
this trade-off is optimal. In this case, we discover that this
range is between 60 and 90 for σ and between 0 and 4 for t.
We also notice that the influence of the bandwidth depends
on t; for smaller, t a change of the bandwidth results in a
larger change on the diffusion probabilities.

4.2. Neural FIM Embeddings

Here, we deploy neural FIM on three datasets: 1) a toy tree
dataset generated similarly to the one above, 2) a single
cell mass cytometry dataset of induced pluripotent stem
cell (IPSC) reprogramming (Zunder et al., 2015) contain-
ing 220450 cells and 33 features, 3) a single cell RNA-
sequencing dataset measuring peripheral blood mononucle-
ocyte cells (i.e., immune cells) from a healthy donor (pub-
licly available on the 10x website) (10x Genomics, 2019)
containing 2638 cells and 1838 features. For each dataset,
we compute the FIM g for each dataset, and we explore the
point-wise trace tr(g) and volume

√
|det(g)| to understand

manifold-intrinsic structure and geometric properties of our
datasets. The embeddings for each dataset are generated
by applying PHATE with a JSD between rows of the dif-
fusion potential matrix in the ambient space (see 11. for
comparison between PHATE and PHATE-JSD).

To obtain the continuous FIM for each dataset, we first
compute the diffusion operator matrix P(x, ·) ∈ Rn×n for
each batch of point cloud data. We then embed each point in
the batch xi ∈ Rd using the encoding network, neural-FIM
ϕ : Rd → Rm where d is the original dimension of the point
cloud data and m is the last dimension of the encoder. Next,
train the neural FIM using the loss defined in Equation 6.

We can then compute the Jacobian J(xi) ∈ Rm×d for each
point of the network output xi ∈ Rm with respect to the
input coordinates. An FIM Iϕ(xi) ∈ Rn×n can then be
computed (using Equation 5) for any point input to neural-
FIM, thus yielding a continuous FIM for the manifold. Cru-
cially, this allows one to compute information-theoretic and
geometric quantities such as divergences (infinitesimally),
volume, length, and relatedly—geodesics.

4.2.1. TOY DATA

The artificial tree dataset we use for this was randomly
generated using a built-in function in the PHATE package
(Moon et al., 2019) which allows one to generate random
trees by specifying the number of branches and the number
of dimensions.

To validate the FIM computation, we color the embedding of
the tree with the volume (Figure 3A) and trace (Figure 3B)
which are now accessible with the continuous FIM. Intu-
itively, the magnitude of the volume and trace are high for

regions of the data where there are several directions of
progression available for datapoints corresponding to each
of the branches. In such areas, the metric tensor has several
high eigenvalues. Conversely, the volume and trace will
be low in regions of the manifold where there is a single
direction of progression such as along individual branches.
This relationship can be seen in Figures 3A and 3B—the
region of the manifold where the branching occurs (in the
center) contains the highest magnitude of volume and trace
while the converse holds for sparse areas of the manifold.
This variational coloring of trace and volume we observe
empirically is a good sanity check that the neural-FIM net-
work is computing what we expect and motivates us to move
to real-world examples.

Figure 3. PHATE embedding of tree data colored by the volume
(a) and trace (B) of the FIM.

4.2.2. SINGLE CELL DATA

In Figures 4A and 4B the trace and the volume are colored
on a 2D visualization of an embedding for peripheral blood
mononucleic cell (PBMC) dataset. This dataset consists
of three major classes of immune cells: T cells, B cells
and Monocytes. In each cluster the center of the cluster
has highest volume with boundaries having lower volume.
Interestingly boundaries that are at the edges of the data
(pointing away from other clusters) have even lower volume.
Again, the volume seems to indicate potential choices for
traveling along the manifold. Hence, the FIM can be used
as a tool for illuminating regions of the manifold that retain
the most informative components of the manifold.
The same analysis was carried out for Induced Pluripotent
Stem Cell (IPSC) data (Zunder et al., 2015) measured using
a different single cell technology: mass cytometry, which
measures protein abundances. In this dataset, fibroblasts are
being reprogrammed into pluripotent stem cells—a process
that reverses natural differentiation (potentially for therapeu-
tic purposes). The neural FIM embedding correctly shows a
‘Y’ shape corresponding to the two branches described in
(Zunder et al., 2015). One branch is successfully reprogram-
ming and the other corresponds to failed reprogramming.
We again embedded points using neural-FIM on the IPSC
data and color by volume and trace in Figures 5A and 5B,
respectively. Here, the trace colored along the manifold
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Figure 4. PHATE embedding of pbmc data colored by the volume
(a) and trace (b) of the FIM.

Figure 5. PHATE embedding of IPSC data colored by the volume
(a) and trace (b) of the FIM.

reaches its highest magnitude where there are more axes of
potential change and its lowest magnitude along the edges
and tails where the datapoints do not have many directions
to go. We also show the eigenspectrum of the FIM for all
embeddings in Figures 6A, 6B, and 6C which can have
utility for discerning the number and index of relevant axes
of information during the neural-FIM mapping. Using the
same line of reasoning, we can look at the decay of the
FIM eigenspectra for points located on different regions
(e.g. sparse vs. dense) as well as the eigenvectors to extract
insightful information about point cloud data.

Figure 6. NeuralFIM eigenspectrums for different datasets: (a)
Tree (b) PBMC (c) IPSC.

4.3. Learning Geodesics using Neural ODEs

Figure 7. Learned paths from a Neural ODE, the path with the
spherical metric learn a curve closer to the geodesic.

We test the training objective defined in Equation 9, to
learn the geodesic on a sphere of radius one. In spherical
coordinates (θ, ψ) ∈ [0, π] × [0, 2π] we know the metric
ds2 = dθ2 +sin2 θdψ2, and can thus compute the length of
any path on the sphere. We train a neural ODE with three
layers of width 64 and SeLU activation function between
each layer. We approximate the integration with the Runge-
Kutta solver of order four. In Figure 7 we learn the path
between two points above the equator (π/4, 0) to (π/4, π);
the geodesic passes closer to the north pole. We see that
the path of the neural ODE trained to minimize the length
indeed finds the right geodesic, while the one trained only to
minimize the MSE with the final time point learns a longer
path (θ appears to be constant along the path).

Figure 8. Ground Truth and NeuralFIM geodesics between a fixed
point and 5 randomly selected points on swiss roll dataset

In Figure 8 we validate our method of computing geodesics
with the learned FIM’s against ground truth geodesics on
a swiss roll. For a quick sanity check, one can see that
increasing the path length from the start to end point on the
swiss roll corresponds to an increase in geodesic magnitude
for the FIM and ground truth geodesic. Additionally, we
see the FIM geodesic is strongly correlated with the ground
truth geodesic.
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Figure 9. Learned neural ODE geodesic from the IPSC data con-
necting an initial cell to its final reprogrammed destination. No-
tably, the trajectory goes along the manifold.

Figure 9 shows a geodesic path that goes from a fibroblast
cell (at the intersection of the branches) towards a repro-
gramming endpoint. We see that with only the endpoints
specificed the neural ODE is able to find the path of repro-
gramming, i.e., as the geodesic path along the manifold.
Generally, this could be highly useful for finding differenti-
ation and progression paths from single cell data.

5. Conclusion
Here we presented neural FIM, a novel method for learning a
Riemannian metric from high dimensional point cloud data.
We utilize FIM as a metric for data points represented by
data diffusion probability distributions. Such distributions
are computed via a Markovian diffusion operator which is
used in diffusion maps, PHATE, diffusion pseudotime and
other popular data science techniques. Neural FIM then
allows us to compute underlying manifold information such
as volume, and geodesic distances in this space in a way
that is extensible to new datapoints. To compute geodesics
in data space we introduce an auxiliary neural ODE network
that minimizes length computed using the FIM on learned
curve between two datapoints. We showcase neural FIM on
PHATE parameter selection, and in finding the underlying
manifold of toy data as well as single cell data.
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A. Sensitivity Analysis of neuralFIM hyperparameters
Here, we complete a sensitivity analysis of a selection of neuralFIM hyperparameters on the tree dataset. We perturb the
k-nearest neighbors (kNN), the noise level, and the Encoder Dimensions to understand whether our is robust with respect to
the aforementioned hyperparameters. See Table 1 and Figure 10 for empirical results.

Figure 10. Visualization of PHATE-JSD embedding of tree dataset colored by FIM trace computed with NeuralFIM. We vary the kNN for
the PHATE kernel, the noise level added to the input dataset and the dimensions of the autoencoder. One can readily see that neuralFIM is
robust with respect to the perturbed hyperparameters. In row 1 we perturb the kNN across figures a-c [knn=5,10,15], respectively, in row
2 (d-f) we perturb the noise level added to the data input to the autoencoder [noise level = 0.0005,0.0010,0.0015], and in row 3 (g-i) we
perturb the encoder dimension(ED) [ ED=100,100,50; ED=100,80,30; ED=100,70,20 ].

Table 1. Sensitivity Analysis: Correlation of FIM trace between encoder noise, embedding dimension, and KNN for tree dataset

KNN Noise Level Embedding Dimension

5 10 15 0.0005 0.0010 0.0015 20 30 50
5 1 0.9972 0.9989 0.0005 1 0.9981 0.9990 20 1 0.9971 0.9944

10 0.9972 1 0.9985 0.0010 0.9981 1 0.9994 30 0.9971 1 0.9985
15 0.9989 0.9985 1 0.0015 0.9990 0.9994 1 50 0.9944 0.9985 1

A.1 Algorithm

Below we describe the probability distribution constructed for FIM computation.
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Algorithm 1 Phate Fisher Information Distribution

Input: N × d dataset X , matrix diffusion time t
Returns: N ×N diffusion potential matrix, U
Dij ← ∥Xi −Xj∥2
A← kernel(D)
Q← Diag(A1)
K ← Q−1AQ−1

P ← RowNormalize(K)
/* Here log is applied elementwise, power is matrix power. */
return U ← log(P t)

A.2 Connection between FIM and KL divergence

In (Cover & Thomas, 2006) the Fisher Information Metric is derived as the second derivative of KL-divergence. To
derive this the authors consider two probability distributions P (x) and P (y) that are infinitesimally close to one another.
P (y) = P (x) +

∑
j ∆xj

∂P
∂xj

where ∆xj is an infinitesimally small change of x in the j direction.

Since KL-divergences are 0 when two distributions are equal to one another, they use a second order Taylor expansion of the
KL-divergence as given by:

gx(y) = KL(P (x)||P (y) = 1
2

∑
i,j ∆xi∆xjgij(x)

A.3 JS Distance PHATE

Typically the PHATE dimensionality reduction method works along the following steps:

• Compute diffusion operator P from data using an alpha-decay kernel given in (Moon et al., 2019).

• Compute potential distances which are M -divergences between rows of the diffusion operator P (x, ·) as given by
pdist(i, j) =

√∑
k(log(P

t(i, k)− P t(j, k)) between points i and j.

• Use the potential distance matrix as input to metric MDS to reduce to two dimensions.

To train the neural FIM, we instead replace the M -divergence in PHATE with JS distance given by:

JS(P t
n(i, ·),P t

n(j, ·)) :=
1
2KL((P

t
n(i, ·)||M) +KL((P t

n(j, ·)||M),

where M := (1/2)(P t
n(i, ·) + P t

n(j, ·)).

Then we use the same metric MDS steps to reduce to an arbitrary k, though not typically 2 dimensions. We note that
this preserves manifold structure as well as or better than the originally proposed M-divergences. In Figure 11 we show
embeddings of artificially generated tree-structured data with original PHATE on the left and neural FIM trained with
JSD-PHATE on the right. The embeddings look similar with the JSD embedding looking even more denoised than the
original PHATE embedding.
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Figure 11. Embeddings of artificially generated tree data with PHATE and neural FIM trained with JSD-PHATE

A.4 Experimental details

Each dataset was run with the same neural network parameters: Encoding Layers = [100,100,50] (for k=50); [100,80,30]
(for k=30); [100,70,20] (for k=20) where k = latent dimensions, 150 epochs, ReLu activation between encoding layers,
and using the AdamW optimizer with learning rate = 1e-4. For the neuralODE, we use 3 hidden layers [64,64,64] and use
Runge-Kutta for the ODE solver. For the experimental results, we use 20 time steps between start and end point and train
for 250 epochs again using the AdamW optimizer with learning rate = 1e-4.
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